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Abstract� The HPKB programme aims to enable the development of
very large knowledge bases which are comprehensive� reusable� maintain�
able� and address areas of interest to DARPA� These knowledge bases
are expected to require foundation knowledge� knowledge acquisition fa�
cilities� and e�cient problem solving techniques� The programme encour�
ages development of multiple applications which will be tested against
�challenge problems� at the end of each year of the programme�

� Introduction

The goal of the DARPA�funded High Performance Knowledge Base programme
is to produce the technology needed to enable system developers to construct
rapidly �i�e� within months� knowledge bases of hundreds of thousands of axioms�
rules or frames that provide comprehensive coverage of topics of interest� are
reusable by multiple applications with diverse problem�solving strategies� and
are maintainable in rapidly changing environments� It is envisioned that the
process for constructing these knowledge bases will involve three major steps�

� Building foundation knowledge� creating the foundation knowledge �e�g�
selecting the knowledge representation scheme� assembling theories of com�
mon knowledge� or de�ning domain�speci�c terms and concepts� to enable
the construction and population of large� comprehensive knowledge bases
for particular domains of interest 	 by selecting� composing� extending� spe�
cialising� and modifying components from a library of reusable ontologies�
common domain theories� and generic problem�solving strategies�

� Acquiring domain knowledge� constructing and populating a complete
knowledge base by using the foundation knowledge to generate domain�
speci�c knowledge acquisition� data mining and information extraction tools�
This will enable collaborating teams of domain �non�computer� experts to
easily extend the foundation theories� de�ne additional domain theories and
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problem solving strategies� and acquire domain facts to populate a compre�
hensive knowledge base covering the domains of interest

� E�cient problem solving� enabling e
cient problem solving� either by
providing e
cient reusable inference and reasoning procedures to operate
on a knowledge base� or by providing tools and techniques to select and
transform knowledge from a knowledge base into optimised problem solving
modules tailored to the unique requirements of an application�

The objective of HPKB is to develop� integrate and test the technology
needed to enable this process� beginning in ��� and ending in ����� The in�
tention is to produce knowledge base development environments which combine
the necessary foundation building� knowledge acquisition and problem solving
technologies into an integrated development environment� and to use these en�
vironments to build reusable knowledge base components for multiple DARPA
application projects�

The candidate applications are a set of new and on�going DARPA initiatives�
all of which are building advanced information systems to improve some aspect
of military operations� and all of which need knowledge�rich components� These
projects include�

� Dynamic Multi�user Information Fusion �DMIF�� which is providing
the joint war�ghter with a clear and actionable picture of the battlespace
through development of advanced technology to support active fusion man�
agement and generation of information products tailored to speci�c and
evolving needs�

� JointTask Force �JTF� Advanced TechnologyDemonstration �ATD�
which is developing a portable and supportable technology base to provide
command� control� communications and computer information �C�I� to a de�
ployed Joint Task Force Commander for JTF crisis management� planning
and execution�

� Technology Development for the Joint Force Air Component Com�
mander �JFACC� which is developing information technologies to revolu�
tionise the air operations planning processes� in order to enhance signi�cantly
the JFACC�s ability to plan and execute and air operation at any level of
crisis 	 major regional con�icts� coalition warfare� and operations other than
war�

� Advanced Logistics Program �ALP� which is developing advanced in�
formation technology to support planning� execution� monitoring and replan�
ning throughout the logistics pipeline� enabling the war�ghter to project and
sustain overwhelming combat power sooner and with less reliance on large
DoD inventories�

� Battle�eld Awareness Data Dissemination �BADD� which is pro�
viding war�ghters at echelons from the Task Force Commander down to
Battalion or lower� and especially mobile war�ghters� with advanced battle�
�eld awareness applications that are driven by near�real time data that is
delivered by advanced data dissemination methods�



� Information Gathering� Processing and Analyses in support of
Crisis management �Project Genoa� which is developing information
tools to assist crisis managers at the highest decision levels of Government
in discovering� organising� visualising and understanding information about
nascent and emerging crises�

� Development approach

The HPKB program is building multiple knowledge base development environ�
ments which will be exercised against two challenge problems� At the end of
each year of the project� the knowledge base developers will be presented with
a hypothetical situation which describes the domain to be covered� de�nes �us�
ing a formal ontology� the terms to be used in specifying input requests or test
questions� and includes appropriate sample questions and training data� The de�
velopers will then be asked to build a knowledge based system to the problem
speci�cations� recording how long it takes� answer a set of test questions� and
record the percentage of correct answers� then modify their system to deal with
a changed requirement and re�evaluate it�

� Challenge problems

The two challenge problems will be in the following areas�

�� Crisis understanding� The aim will be to build a broad but shallow knowl�
edge base of general geo�political knowledge to support information retrieval
for crisis detection and understanding� The knowledge of the crisis under�
standing process will probably be drawn from sources within the CIA� either
directly or via knowledge acquired for Project Genoa� the hypothetical sce�
nario will provide some data� and further data can be gathered from open
source environments such as the CIA World Factbook and the Internet� In
addition� it is expected that the systems will draw on a �corporate memory�
of previous crises� the form of this is yet to be determined�

�� Battle�eld awareness� The aimwill be to build an in�depth knowledge base of
battle�eld situations� operations� and logistics to support multiple military
applications� The sources of knowledge for this challenge problem are yet to
be de�ned� but are likely to include the DMIF� ALP and JFACC programs�

� Program organisation

The organisation of the program is shown in Figure ��
The challenge problems are being developed by two organisations� Alphatech

and IET� The remaining participants are being directed towards two integration
environments� in order to ensure that the multiple applications which are pro�
duced are capable of interoperability� In addition� at the HPKB kick�o� meeting



Fig� �� HPKB Program Organisation

in June ���� it was agreed that the Generic Frame Protocol �GFP� from SRI
�SRI���� would be used as a common basis for interoperability�

The work of some of the participants 	 those with whomAIAI will collaborate
closely in its own work programme under HPKB 	 is outlined below� For more
details of these and other projects� see �DARPA�����

� Cycorp �Cycorp���� is a company formed to exploit the CYC knowledge
base� CYC can be considered as a very large ontology� with nearly ��� mi�
crotheories� ������ concepts� and ������ axioms� the aim within HPKB is
to allow technology developers to represent knowledge quickly and faithfully�

� ISI from the University of Southern California aim to integrate problem�
solving methods and ontologies into applications� Their work is based around
EXPECT �Gil � Melz������ which is a framework for developing KBS ap�
plications� EXPECT checks the domain information it has been given� and
prompts the user to �ll in information which it needs to know but does not
have� This knowledge acquisition is guided by a pre�de�ned Interdependency
Model�

� Stanford University �speci�cally� Mark Musen�s group in Medical Infor�
matics� aim to extend their existing work on Protege �Gennari����� which
supports the construction of KBS systems and knowledge maintenance tools�
Protege�II has been dissembled into a collection of problem�solving compo�
nents which can be mixed and matched for a particular application� the aim
is to make these components more widely available by integrating with oth�
ers in the HPKB program� and by making the code more widely available
�e�g� by adding CORBA�compliant features��



� MIT	s Clinical Decision Making Group have developed MAITA �the Mon�
itoring� Interpretation and Analysis Tool Arsenal� which is a rich library of
implemented problem�solving components for monitoring tasks �Doyle�����

� AIAI�s work

AIAI�s work is organised around four themes� awareness� applications� research
and responsiveness�

Awareness� AIAI�s aim is to provide the HPKB program with a �Window on
Europe�� in order to perform a transatlantic technology transfer role� The aim
is to inform the U�S� of related work� particularly European work on knowledge�
level methods�

Applications� We aim to support the HPKB programme using multi�perspective
modelling approaches to capture the generic problem solving processes used in
the challenge problems� The target models will be ontologically underpinned�
probably using the ontology of CommonKADS models� but possibly making use
of other modelling techniques such as IDEF� �see �Kingston� Gri
th� � Lydiard����
for some of our previous work in this area�� Outstanding modelling issues will
be captured to drive the modelling process itself� thus providing a top�down
approach to model development�

Research� The major focus of our awareness work will be to collect problem
solving methods from around the world and to make them available to HPKB
participants in a single library� The appropriate format� content� and level of
abstraction of the library are all issues which need careful consideration if the
library is to be both accurate and usable�

We also plan to move ahead on the representation of generic problem solv�
ing processes� perhaps using ontologies of processes� activities� roles� agents� or
process products�

Responsiveness� We aim to tailor our plans to the needs of the initiative�We have
already responded to interest in some of our previous work� further work may
include organisational modelling for the battle�eld awareness challenge prob�
lem� a �deep slice� demonstrator of expertise modelling for crisis understanding�
a broad view on knowledge asset management within the relevant military or�
ganisations� a survey of knowledge acquisition tools� or reports and brie�ngs on
European knowledge representation techniques �such as CommonKADS� and
standards �such as those emerging from the EuroKnowledge initiative��
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